This paper analyses the influence of the Marangoni flow on the stability of almost cylindrical liquid bridges by using bifurcation techniques. An analytical relation between the different parameters is found that allows the prediction of the variation of the maximum stable length. This variation although is qualitatively "larger" than that due to symmetric effects (f.i. volume variation, solid body rotation), can somehow be compensated with the other effects. By choosing adequately f.i. the disk diameter difference, the shortening in stability due to Marangoni convection can be almost completely cancelled.
Dimensionless parameters defining the geometry are the slenderness, A=L/(2R) and a dimensionless parameter measuring disk radii difference h = (R i -R 2 )/(R\+R2), where R, is the radius of the upper disk and R 2 that of the lower one. Other parameters are the dimensionless volume, defined as the ratio of the actual volume V to the volume of a cylinder of the same length L and diameter 2R: V* = V/xR 2 L, the Bond number, B = Ap,gR 2 /a 0 , where Apt = p/-p m is the difference between the density of the liquid forming the liquid bridge, p f , and the density of the surrounding medium, p"" which is assumed to be negligible when compared with p (pi»p"). Other dimensionless parameters involved in the problem formulation are the crispation number, Cr = -(da/dT\T 0 /a 0 , the Reynolds number, Re = P/U 0 R/' p,, the Prandtl number, Pr = PiCp/k/, and the Biot number, Bi = h/R/k/ .
Dimensionless kinematic and thermal boundary conditions at the solid disks are, respectively V(+A,r) = 0, T(±A,r) = ±a/Cr where a = CrAT 0 /T 0 . Boundary conditions at the disks are completed with the disk anchoring conditionf(±A) = l±/!, where r = F(z) represents the liquid bridge interface. At the liquid bridge interface dynamic boundary conditions state the equilibrium at the free surface both in the normal direction to the interface and in the tangential direction. Such boundary conditions read in dimensionless form respectively:
In addition, a kinematic boundary condition at the liquid bridge interface results by expressing that the liquid interface, r = F(z), is a fluid surface: U-WF Z = 0, and the thermal boundary condition at the interface is deduced from the surface balance equation for the energy:
Tea being the dimensionless temperature of the surrounding medium. Finally, to determine pressure level, the liquid volume preservation condition is needed:
ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS AND BIFURCATION TO UNSTABLE EQUILIBRIUM SHAPES
To analyse the asymptotic stability limits of axisymmetric long liquid bridges, in the following only the limiting case of zero Reynolds number and zero Biot number is considered. Under these restrictive circumstances (Re = Bi =0) and the additional limiting hypothesis of axisymmetric configuration (the velocity vector has only two components, U and W), the introduction of the stream function for axisymmetric flow, x (U = d{rx)ldz< W=-{\lr)d(rx)ldr) automatically fulfils continuity equation; in such case the energy equation reduces to the Laplace equation for the temperature whereas the momentum equation reduces to the biharmonic differential equation for x A 2 /£ = 0 t0 De integrated with the following boundary conditions at the disks:
=±A
At the interface, r = F(z), boundary conditions are given by Eqs. (l)-(2), plus the kinematic boundary condition and the thermal boundary condition (Eq. 3), the latter with Bi=0, and additionally, the volume preservation condition (Eq. 4) must hold.
Under the additional constraints of isothermal liquid bridge (a= 0), zero axial acceleration (B = 0), disks of equal radii (h = 0) and cylindrical volume of liquid (V* = 1), the above formulation for the axisymmetric problem, has the trivial equilibrium solution T= 0, V = 0, P = 1 and F= 1 for any value of the slenderness A. However, it is well-known that this liquid bridge configuration (.F= 1) becomes unstable when the distance between the supporting disks equals the length of the disk circumference, the so-called Rayleigh limit A = n. Such stability limit is obtained after the introduction of the following expansions in the problem formulation F(z) = \+sf(z) + ..., P(z,r) = \ + sp (z,r) + ..., T(z,r) = et(z,r) + ..., V(z,r) = £\(z,r) + ..., where s stands for the magnitude of the deformation of the interface, which allows one to calculate the first order terms of the above expansion after neglecting 0(£ ? ) terms. Non-trivial (different from zero) solutions of the linear problem occur only for a discrete number of values of A. The smallest value of A for which a non-trivial (bifurcation to non-cylindrical equilibrium shapes) appears is for A = n, as already said. Here the transition from stable to unstable equilibrium shapes occurs (all other bifurcation points are irrelevant as they cannot be attained because the liquid bridge will break for A > n). Therefore, the only relevant instability appears at A = n and, within this approximation, the departure from the cylinder of the unstable equilibrium shapes are defined by /(z) = sin(/rz/A), p(z,r) = 0, i(z,r) = 0, v(z,r) = 0, which is the solution that must be perturbed to calculate the variation of the maximum stable slenderness. From this point on, the procedure used to obtain the variation of the maximum stable slenderness due to the different effects under consideration is similar to that described by Perales (1987) and Meseguer et al. (1995) . First, a new variable, x = nz/A, which normalizes boundary conditions, is introduced along with the parameter A=l-A/;r, and terms of higher order than those appearing in the linear problem are retained. Let J{x), p (x,r), t(x,r) and v(x,r) represent these higher order terms in the expansions of the interface shape, the pressure, the temperature and the velocity, respectively. The new expansions for F, P, T and V are then F(z) =\+es\nx+J(x), P=\+p{x,r), T(x,r) = t(x,r), V(x,r) = v(x,r) . Note that this new formulation requires an additional condition to uniquely define the parameter e, that is,
The above defined problem allows us to calculate f{x),p (x,r), t(x,r) and \(x,r) in terms of the small parameters £•, A., v, h, B and a, where v = V*-\ is the small parameter that accounts for the difference between actual liquid bridge volume and the cylindrical one. Although a direct solution could be attempted for small values of the parameters involved, it requires that the relative orders of magnitude of the parameters be anticipated. Instead, a systematic approach based on the bifurcation equation will be used following Vega and Perales (1983) . Thus, instead of the boundary condition (1) 
